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A Summary Report of
Six Demonstration Projects to
Reduce Alcohol Impaired Driving
Among 21- to 34-Year-Old Drivers

Introduction

This report summarizes six projects designed to address impaired driving among 21- to 34-year-olds. The report is organized into five chapters. The first chapter discusses the background and initiation of the projects. The second chapter provides a summary of each project’s purpose, underlying theory or model, setting, intervention, and evaluation techniques. The strategies were implemented in a variety of settings, using a number of innovative techniques for addressing and evaluating impaired driving interventions. The third chapter describes the characteristics of the interventions and promising practices. The fourth chapter discusses the process evaluation techniques that were applied and describes steps taken to develop, implement, and modify the impaired driving interventions. The fifth chapter is a summary of the document and provides explanation of the projects implications and utility for program planners.

Report Audience
People who develop, administer, implement, and evaluate impaired driving programs and activities at local, State, and national levels may benefit from reading this report. These include people involved with the day-to-day operations of impaired driving interventions or act in a supervisory capacity. Senior level administrators who are involved with health and safety issues may also find this document helpful. It can be used in strategic planning, program development, and problem-solving activities related to the promotion, maintenance, and improvement of health and safety within communities.
Executive Summary

While progress has been made in reducing impaired driving, more than 16,000 lives are lost each year in alcohol-related motor vehicle crashes. Much progress in reducing alcohol-related motor vehicle crashes was made in the 1980s and early ‘90s. Much of the decline involved drivers under the age of 21. However, people age 21 to 34 continue to be disproportionately represented in alcohol-related motor vehicle crashes.

In 2000, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration initiated a research project to study the impact of a comprehensive community program targeted at 21- to 34-year-olds. This evaluation focused on the Smart Roads program, a communitywide employer-based initiative in Pueblo, Colorado. The Smart Roads program is one of six projects described in this report.

In 2001, Congress made available, through NHTSA, $1 million for demonstration programs designed to reduce alcohol-related traffic fatalities among 21- to 34-year-olds. Through a competitive selection process, five organizations were awarded funding to design, develop, and demonstrate their strategies. NHTSA awarded grant funds to the Institute for Public Strategies in Southern California, the Wisconsin Department of Transportation’s Bureau of Traffic Safety, Montana State University, the Minnesota State Office of Traffic Safety, and the South Central Planning and Development Commission of Louisiana. Implemented from 2002 to 2004, the various strategies are described in this report and include:

- “Place of last drink” approach to identify and focus enforcement efforts on high-risk establishments in California;
- “Social marketing” alternative ride program in Wisconsin;
- “Social norming” marketing approach in Montana;
- Employer-based blue collar worker program in Minnesota; and
- Combined worksite training, media, and enforcement intervention in Louisiana.

Figure 1  U.S. map indicating States discussed in this summary report.
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Executive Summary

Certain characteristics among the projects surfaced as common features of successful or promising practices. These features included use of data and research in program planning, taking a comprehensive approach, conducting pilot testing, and maintaining strong community partnerships.

While it is difficult to show immediate effects in reducing alcohol-related traffic fatalities due to the complexity of these projects and their limited duration, there was progress to report and some promising results. These included:

- In Ventura, California, project organizers developed a system for identifying problem outlets and designed complementing interventions to reduce the risk of serving/selling to under 21 year old minors and obviously intoxicated patrons.
- In Wisconsin, nearly 20,000 rides were given in the intervention sites over a one-year period. Based on self-reports of number of drinks consumed and choices of mode of transportation home, project organizers estimated the program prevented 15 alcohol-related crashes on area roads during the intervention period.
- In Montana’s intervention area, there was a 13.7-percent relative decrease in the percentage of people who reported personally driving after drinking, and a 15-percent relative increase reported in the percentage that always used non-drinking designated drivers.
- In Pueblo, Colorado, nighttime single-vehicle injury crashes decreased by 24.8 percent compared with an increase of 4 percent in comparison sites.
- In Minnesota, approximately 15,000 employees received information on the risks of driving impaired through an impaired driving course and media campaign. Pre- and post-tests showed that there was an increase in knowledge about impaired driving after employees took the impaired driving course.
- In Louisiana, 8 law enforcement checkpoint operations were held, which resulted in the arrest of 129 people for impaired driving. This effort was coupled with over 12,000 paid advertisements and public service announcements on the costs and consequences of impaired driving and the responsibility that people, organizations, and communities have in preventing this problem.
Impaired driving continues to be a serious problem in the United States. In 1982 there were 26,000 alcohol-related traffic fatalities nationwide. While progress has been made, nearly 41 percent of all motor vehicle fatalities are alcohol-related. In 2006, 17,602 people died in alcohol-related crashes.

Innovations in enforcement, public education, alcohol screening and treatment, prevention, technology, and the passage of legislation contributed to significant decline in alcohol-related motor vehicle fatalities in the 1980s and early ‘90s. Drivers age 15 to 20 experienced the largest decline, due in large part to the enactment and enforcement of the Minimum Legal Drinking Age (MLDA) laws in all States.

Data from NHTSA’s National Center for Statistical Analysis (NCSA) shows that of all age groups, 21- to 34-year-olds remain at greatest risk of dying in alcohol-related traffic crashes, accounting for more than one-third of all alcohol-related fatalities. In 2006, there were 17,602 alcohol-related motor vehicle fatalities in the United States. According to NCSA, the highest percentage of drivers and motorcycle operators with blood alcohol concentration (BAC) levels of .08 grams per deciliter (g/dl) or higher occurred among drivers and motorcycle operators age 21 to 24 (44%), followed by age 25 to 24 (43%) and 35 to 44 (42 percent).

In 1998, Congress enacted the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21), which encouraged States to develop and implement programs targeted at the 21 to 34 age group. A State could qualify for an incentive grant if it satisfied five out of seven criteria. One of the criteria was a “young-adult drinking and driving program” designed to reduce impaired driving among 21- to 34-year-olds. NHTSA required the program to include a statewide public information and awareness campaign for young drivers regarding impaired driving laws and the legal and economic consequences of impaired driving. The program activities had to involve the participation of employers, colleges and universities, or appropriate State officials to encourage assessment and treatment for 21- to 34-year-old first-time impaired driving offenders. However, at that time, little other guidance was available to help States develop effective programs. Addressing this deficit, NHTSA initiated several efforts focusing specifically on this age group.

In December 1999, NHTSA unveiled a national high-visibility enforcement campaign, using the message, “You Drink & Drive. You Lose.” The campaign targeted high-risk populations, especially 21- to 34-year-old males, and the message was designed to publicize and bolster State and local law enforcement activity.

In 2000, NHTSA selected the Mid-America Research Institute to evaluate a program designed specifically to reach the 21 to 34 population. In consultation with NHTSA, State Highway Safety Offices, the National Commission Against Drunk Driving, Students Against Destructive Decisions, the Network of Employers for Highway Safety, Mothers
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Background

Against Drunk Driving, The Century Council and others, Mid-America Research Institute identified five programs to consider for an evaluation and selected the Safe Roads Program in Pueblo County, Colorado, which included a communitywide effort and an employer-based initiative.

In June 2001, with dedicated funds appropriated by Congress, NHTSA announced a discretionary cooperative agreement program to support additional demonstrations of programs designed to reduce impaired driving among 21- to 34-year-olds. Applicants were encourage to propose projects that used one or more of the following seven countermeasure approaches previously identified by NHTSA as potentially effective in addressing this issue: (1) public education, (2) individual responsibility, (3) legislation, (4) enforcement and adjudication, (5) technology, (6) health care community, and (7) businesses and employers.

Selection criteria also included the quality of the evaluation plan and the ability to replicate the proposed program. NHTSA choose the following five projects: (1) Promoting Responsible Alcohol Retailing Practices, Place of Last Drink, (2) Wisconsin Road Crew, (3) Montana Most of Us, (4) Minnesota Last Call, and (5) Louisiana Drinking and Driving: It Costs Too Much. The projects are described in the following chapter.
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Chapter 2: **Project Strategies**

**Promoting Responsible Alcohol Retailing Practices**

**Place of Last Drink**

Institute for Public Strategies, California

*Project Approach*

The Institute for Public Strategies’ (IPS) approach to reduce impaired driving among 21- to 34-year-olds involved identifying problem outlets and then changing alcohol retail policies and practices in these outlets. IPS developed the place-of-last-drink survey and bar risk assessment tools to help determine which licensed locations were most likely to contribute to impaired driving incidents in Ventura County. The last-drink survey was administered to DUI offenders to determine commonly identified place-of-last-drink. The bar risk assessment determines the alcoholic beverage service practice liabilities of licensed establishments. Once identified, IPS provided responsible beverage sales and service training to the problem outlets. The purpose of the training was to encourage compliance with State and local regulations and, where appropriate, improve establishment policies to discourage over-service of alcoholic beverages and modify other practices that might contribute to driving impaired. The key to the program was follow-up assessments to ensure that policies and practices resulting from the training were adopted and adhered to by the establishment staff.

*Background*

The program was implemented in Ventura County, California. Ventura County’s population in 2004 was approximately 791,000. The county lies on the southern California coast between Los Angeles and Santa Barbara counties. The California Office of Traffic Safety reported alcohol involvement in 425 fatal and injury collisions in Ventura County in 1998, with 166 (39%) of those collisions involving drinking drivers between the age of 21 and 34.

*Implementation Activities*

IPS implemented this program in collaboration with the Southern California Prevention Exchange, an alliance of county prevention professionals from 10 counties. The program sought to reduce impaired driving in Ventura County by identifying problem alcohol outlets, providing training in responsible alcohol sales and service practices to those problem outlets, and monitoring activities. IPS worked with the County’s Alcohol Drug Program to conduct place-of-last-drink (POLD) surveys through interviews with DUI offenders. The survey data helped identify the licensed establishments most likely to generate DUls. Multiple on-site risk assessments captured current practices used by these locations and confirmed problem outlets. A 3-hour Responsible Beverage Sales and Service (RBSS) training program was administered to the staff of problem retail sites and assistance was provided to help establishments develop and adopt new policies and practices that
brought outlets into compliance with existing laws. IPS staff and local law enforcement agencies periodically monitored the problem outlets. Media events were coordinated with enforcement efforts. The key implementation activities of the project were: formation of a hospitality oversight committee, administration of the POLD surveys, assessments of establishment serving practices using the bar risk assessment, and responsible-beverage-service training.

**Hospitality Oversight Committee**
A hospitality oversight committee was formed to coordinate responses to identified problem alcohol retail outlets, to monitor monthly POLD survey reports and to review assessments of establishment serving practices. Members of the committee were responsible for monitoring quality control of the interventions and measuring the outcomes, with representation from the Ventura County Behavioral Health Department, law enforcement agencies, the State Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control and alcohol outlet retail management.

**POLD Survey**
The POLD survey was administered in English and Spanish to convicted DUI offenders by the Ventura County Drinking Driver Program’s staff. The survey served as a tool to: (1) gather information to identify alcohol outlets whose frequency of mentions merited a closer look into their service practices, (2) aid in prioritizing bar risk assessments, and (3) detect aggregate changes in DUI incidents originating from specified retail alcohol outlets.

**Bar Risk Assessments**
Bar risk assessments were used to: (1) record the peak-hour policies and practices of an alcohol retail outlet that may be contributing to alcohol-related problems in the community, (2) supplement POLD survey findings in identifying potentially problematic locations, (3) educate alcohol retail outlet management about observable problems, and (4) determine the need for an increase in enforcement activities.

**Responsible Beverage Service Training**
Once a potentially problematic outlet was identified using the POLD survey, its status as a problem outlet was confirmed by the bar risk assessments. Then, the hospitality oversight committee recommended interventions and the Institute for Public Strategies staff offered customized responsible beverage sales and service training. The training was designed to help alcohol retail outlets improve alcohol sales and service practices with an emphasis on developing policies and standards.
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Evaluation
IPS used four methods to evaluate its efforts: (1) place of last drink surveys, (2) bar risk assessments, (3) participant evaluation, and (4) testing of educational materials. Throughout the project, the place of last drink survey determined whether identified alcohol retail outlets continued to be reported after training their staff and changing their policies and practices. The risk assessments evaluated and monitored the practices of the alcohol retail outlets. IPS used the participant evaluation to determine the perceived usefulness of the RBSS retail outlet training. A focus group interview was conducted to determine the impact of various on-site messages and the best method for making messages noticeable to 21- to 34-year-olds.

Reported Outcomes
- More than 2,800 POLD surveys were administered;
- 36 bar risk assessments of alcohol retail establishments were conducted;
- 9 responsible beverage service trainings were held; and
- 2 outlets had fewer mentions in subsequent POLD surveys.
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Social Marketing an Alternative Ride Program
Road Crew
Wisconsin Department of Transportation
Bureau of Transportation Safety

Project Approach
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT) Bureau of Transportation Safety Road Crew program’s approach used social marketing techniques to address impaired driving among 21- to 34-year-olds in three communities. Its strategy was to develop a campaign that would motivate people to choose a ride service instead of driving when planning on drinking alcohol. The strategy was borrowed from commercial marketing techniques that motivate consumers to try new products or services. Commercial marketers realized that if you want people to try a new product or service, it must be appealing and serve a need. If the “need” is for people to get home after excessive drinking, there must be “appealing” ways for them to do so other than driving their own cars. This initiative focused on those people who are not “problem drinkers” but who need to get home safely after an evening of heavy drinking.

The approach was not an attempt to change culture or to reduce drinking. Instead, it sought to help communities provide transportation alternatives for people who had too much to drink to drive safely. The goal of the project was to decrease alcohol-related crashes by 5 percent. The target market was 21- to 34-year-olds, with special emphasis on single men.

Background
The WisDOT Bureau of Transportation Safety was the lead agency for the Road Crew program. The program was implemented in collaboration with the University of Wisconsin School of Business. Miller Brewing Company and the Tavern League of Wisconsin provided additional funding support for the program. The project operated from July 1, 2002, to June 30, 2003. The program was implemented in three communities in Wisconsin where, according to the program implementers, bars and taverns often serve as neighborhood social centers and inspire strong community loyalties.

WisDOT reported 309 alcohol-related crashes in 2000. Alcohol was involved in 38 percent of traffic fatalities and 11 percent of all traffic injuries. A disproportionate share of incidents involved 21- to 34-year-old men living in rural areas where there are few, if any, public transportation alternatives.

Implementation Activities
Extensive research was conducted on 21- to 34-year-old males to learn how a program could be developed that would fit into their lives and lifestyles. The results guided community planning teams in developing programs that provided rides from home to bars and
then back home again, separating drivers from their vehicles before the drivers took their first drinks. The Road Crew, featuring limousines and older luxury vehicles, was shown to be a fun, convenient, hassle-free way to enjoy a safe evening out.

WisDOT and its partners invited community representatives from across the State to attend a daylong training conference. Participants were given an introduction to social marketing techniques, a copy of focus group research, and information to help develop both a coalition and a safe ride program. Fifteen communities attended the session and seven submitted proposals for funding. Four proposals were selected and three communities developed programs that ran for more than one year.

An effective strategy for beginning this effort was helping communities develop broad-based coalitions that were representative of many different organizations, people, and points of view. In addition, each community was asked to develop an advisory board of 21- to 34-year-old men who would be involved in all stages of development.

Each community was encouraged to develop its own program, within guidelines. One community worked to expand an existing cab service and two communities used limousines. The programs were implemented in Polk County, Dodgeville/Mineral Point, Tomah, and Manitowoc County. All are predominately rural Anglo communities, with the exception of Manitowoc which is considered urban.

**Evaluation**

WisDOT divided evaluation into three phases. Phase One was conducted prior to program development and implementation. It included a literature review and focus groups with members of the target population. Information gained from the focus groups was used to develop a profile of 21- to 34-year-old males and provide insights into their motivations for excessive drinking and drinking and driving. Participants were asked to make suggestions for appealing alternative transportation options. WisDOT conducted the research to guide development of its campaign.

Phase Two focused on levels of drinking and driving. A pre-test survey was conducted with bar patrons prior to implementation of the program in demonstration and comparison communities to determine the level of driving after excessive drinking.

Phase Three was conducted after the ride services had been operational for one year. It included:

- Post-test surveys of bar patrons in demonstration and comparison communities;
- Phone surveys to determine awareness and attitudes of the target group, general population, community leaders, bar owners, and wait staff about the program; and
- Ride counts.
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Reported Outcomes

- From July 1, 2002, through June 30, 2003, 19,757 rides were provided to potential impaired drivers.
- Based on self-reports of the number of drinks consumed and the mode of transportation home, project organizers estimated the program prevented 15 alcohol-related crashes on area roads during the intervention period.
- The average cost of an alcohol-related crash in Wisconsin is approximately $56,000; the cost to avoid a crash in this program was about $15,300.
- Pre- and post-survey of bar patrons showed there was no observable increase in consumption in treatment communities to comparison communities. However, there was an increase in the number of bars visited.
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Social Norms Marketing Campaign
Montana MOST of Us® Project
Montana State University

Project Approach
The MOST Of Us® Prevent Drinking and Driving Campaign was designed and implemented by Montana State University. Montana State University’s approach was to use a social norms strategy to reduce risky driving after drinking among Montana’s adults age 21 to 24. The social norms approach seeks to use education to influence changes in behavior by dispelling misperceptions about actual behaviors by the majority of the target population. This approach is built on the premise that people’s behaviors are influenced by their perception about how “most people” (the majority) behave.

Background
According to NHTSA’s Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS), Montana ranked first in the nation for alcohol-related fatalities per vehicle mile traveled in 2002, up from fourth in 1999. Although the State achieved a 60-percent reduction in alcohol-related crashes between the 1980s and the early 1990s, progress has stalled. In 2002, alcohol- or drug-related crashes accounted for approximately 10 percent of all traffic crashes in the State. Adults age 21 to 39 represented less than a third of the State’s licensed drivers, but were involved in nearly half of its alcohol- and drug-related crashes, with 21- to 24-year-olds having the highest percentage involvement.

Figure 2 Outline of the intervention counties used in the 21–34 Montana MOST of Us® Project.
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The intervention was initiated through a baseline survey that showed 79.6 percent of Montana young adults had not driven within one hour of consuming two or more alcoholic beverage drinks in the previous month, although 92 percent of respondents perceived that the majority of their peers had done so. Therefore, a disparity existed within the population of interest between their perception and the actual norm. Based on these findings, a 15-month intensive media campaign was carried out in the 15-county intervention area in the western portion of Montana. Montana State University heavily saturated the treatment counties with social norms messages through paid radio and television commercials, local and college newspaper advertisements, theater slides, posters, billboards, and promotional items. Counties primarily in the central and eastern portions of the State were used as comparison sites and were exposed to low levels of free social norms media. All of the media communicated a normative message that “MOST Montana Young Adults (4 out of 5) Don’t Drink and Drive.”

Evaluation
The evaluation of the Montana MOST of Us® Project employed a design that separate comparison and intervention counties based on designated market areas within Montana. Multiple telephone surveys were conducted on randomly selected residents age 21 to 34 in the comparison and intervention counties before, during (three measures were collected during the intervention), and after the media interventions. The survey measured changes in awareness of campaign normative messages; changes in perceived norms; self-reported drinking and driving attitudes and behaviors; and perceived attitudes and behaviors of their peers. Analyses were conducted on the self-reported data using unpaired tests of means, and regression and path analysis.

Reported Outcomes

• By the end of the campaign, young adults in the intervention counties more accurately reported the social norms than their counterparts in the comparison counties.
• Factoring in the survey results of the comparison counties, follow-up surveys found a 7.5-percent relative decrease for the intervention counties in the percentage that believed that the average Montanan their age drove after drinking during the previous month, and an 11-percent relative increase in the percentage that accurately perceived that the majority of their peers use a non-drinking designated driver.
• In the intervention counties, there was a 13.7-percent relative decrease in the percentage that reported personally driving after drinking and a 15-percent relative increase in the percentage that always used a non-drinking designated driver.
• The campaign also affected attitudes towards impaired driving enforcement policy. Residents within the intervention counties reported a 16.5-percent relative increase in the percentage that would support passing a law to decrease the BAC legal limit for driving. At the time, the BAC legal limit in Montana was .10 g/dL; it has since been changed to .08 g/dL.
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Community, Media, Workplace Initiative
“Smart Roads” Program
Crossroads Turning Points, Inc., Colorado

Project Approach
The “Smart Roads” program was designed as a community effort involving two major components: an extensive media campaign (“DUI, the $8,866 Hangover”) and a workplace educational initiative (“Buzzing and Tooling”). The media campaign included highly focused television, radio, newspaper, and billboard advertisements. Businesses such as construction companies and bars displayed and distributed promotional material such as paycheck inserts, table tents, posters, and banners. The workplace component of the project was an education program designed specifically to stimulate and challenge the thinking of blue-collar workers regarding their drinking and driving beliefs and practices. Participating employers offered three 50-minute sessions at work sites that included interactive activities, and emphasized issues of control, consequences, perceptions of norms, and behavioral beliefs.

Background
The Colorado Department of Transportation funded Crossroads Turning Points to administer the Smart Roads Program in Pueblo County, Colorado. Crossroads Turning Points is an established addiction treatment center that offers both prevention and intervention services in Colorado. A comprehensive research study conducted by BBC Research and Consulting revealed that Pueblo ranked number one in drunk driving arrests per capita among Colorado cities. Pueblo also has more bars and liquor licenses per capita than any other city in Colorado. Drivers from Pueblo County involved in serious crashes were 36 percent more likely than the average driver in Colorado to be suspected of drinking and driving. From 1995 through 1999, men age 21 to 35 were involved in more than one-third of the Pueblo Police Department’s DUI arrests.

Implementation Activities
The program involved three components: a targeted media campaign, a workplace initiative, and community involvement encompassing a broad range of organizations.

Media Campaign
Baseline data for the media campaign were collected through a series of telephone surveys and focus groups to understand the lifestyles, attitudes, and beliefs of 21–34-year-old drivers who exhibit unsafe driving behaviors. This research was used to identify potential themes or approaches for the development of appropriate driving-safety initiatives and campaign materials. Based on the survey results, four focus groups were used to test concepts and materials in support of an anti-drinking and driving campaign.
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The selected concept demonstrated a downward spiral that results from an impaired driving conviction and how this negatively impacts one’s family, financial, and professional lives. The overwhelming majority of the focus group participants expressed a preference for this approach with the tagline “DUI, the $8,866 Hangover.” In addition to the financial costs, the psychological and social consequences of a DUI were also communicated. For example, one message depicts the disappointment of family members with a young man who was convicted of a DUI. The concept was incorporated into a variety of advertising channels, including television, radio, newspaper/billboards, paycheck inserts, table tents, posters, and banners.

Workplace Initiative
The “Buzzing and Tooling” initiative was an interactive educational program primarily for blue-collar workers. The worksite intervention was designed to stimulate and challenge the thinking of blue-collar workers regarding their drinking and driving beliefs and practices. The program consisted of three 50-minute sessions of interactive activities, emphasizing issues of control, consequences, perceptions of norms, and behavioral beliefs.

Community Involvement
Community support through the Pueblo Drive Smart Coalition helped contribute to the success of the Smart Roads program. Representing 44 members of various local public and private interests, the Pueblo Drive Smart Coalition included Crossroads Turning Points, law enforcement, education, medical, and insurance professionals along with a host of other organizations.

Evaluation
The evaluation compared the test site to a comparison site. Pueblo and eight surrounding counties that shared the same media market served as the test site. The remainder of the counties in the State served as the comparison site. The outcome measures were obtained through crash data provided by the Colorado Department of Transportation. The crash data included nighttime injury crashes and nighttime single-vehicle injury crashes (a surrogate measure of alcohol-related crashes) in both the intervention and non-intervention counties. Descriptive statistics and chi-square tests of difference were used to analyze the changes and differences over time.

Reported Outcomes
- The costs of a DUI were obtained by adding up the typical increased insurance costs, lawyer fees, fines and other expenses. Following the campaign, when data concerning the perceptions of only Pueblo County were analyzed, 50 percent of the men 21 to 34 estimated that a DUI conviction would cost them more than $8,000. Statewide (the comparison group), most people believed the cost would be less than $1,000.
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- Nighttime injury crashes in Pueblo County decreased from 38 prior to the intervention to 23 after the intervention, a 40 percent decrease. Nighttime injury crashes in the rest of the State (excluding Pueblo County) increased 2 percent from 7,965 to 8,147. Similar changes occurred in the percentage of nighttime injury crashes involving drivers 21 to 34 years old.
- When Pueblo and eight adjacent counties were analyzed as the intervention site, a decrease in nighttime injury crashes (39%) was also seen. In the rest of the State (excluding Pueblo and the eight adjacent counties), nighttime injury crashes increased 3.3 percent. Similar findings were found for the percentage of nighttime injury crashes involving drivers 21 to 34 years old.
- The intervention sites reported nighttime single-vehicle crashes decreased by 24.8 percent; an increase was reported within the comparison sites of 4 percent.

NHTSA commissioned the Mid-America Research Institute to further evaluate the “Smart Roads” program. A report, “Evaluation of Pueblo County, Colorado’s Smart Roads Project,” was published in January 2006 (DOT HS 809 955). This evaluation of the Smart Roads program suggests that the program reduced nighttime injury crashes involving drivers in the county age 21 to 34. The evaluation report is available through the NHTSA Web site at www.nhtsa.gov.
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Impaired Driving Education for Blue-Collar Workforce
Minnesota “Last Call” Project
Minnesota Office of Traffic Safety

Project Approach
The Minnesota Office of Traffic Safety created an impaired driving education campaign, “Last Call,” specifically focused on 21- to 34-year-old blue-collar workers. The goal of the project was to reduce the number of fatalities in this group by 20 percent by educating the labor force about the hazards of impaired driving, raising their awareness about the impaired driving problem, and changing their drinking and driving behavior. The approach was to reach the target population through their employers with an educational training module and through public information and a promotional campaign. The educational training module was intended to be used by safety directors and incorporated into their safety programs.

Background
Alcohol-related traffic fatalities in Minnesota had increased 16 percent, from 83 in 1999 to 96 in 2000. The greatest increase was among drivers 21 to 34 years old. The Minnesota Office of Traffic Safety determined that alcohol-related fatalities in this age group were nearly double that of other groups. A review of death certificates indicated that 64 percent of those who died would have been considered “blue collar” workers. With nearly 5 million people in Minnesota and 56 percent of its workforce blue collar workers, the project was implemented statewide.

Intervention
The Minnesota Office of Traffic Safety’s education campaign “Last Call” consisted of three components: an educational training module designed to be incorporated into required safety training classes, public information, and a promotional campaign.

Educational Training Module
The objectives of the educational training module were to help drivers understand the risks and consequences of driving while impaired by alcohol or drugs and assist them in developing techniques and strategies to avoid these risks. Drivers received the educational training module through a required general contractors training course for all new members of the Construction Laborers Education, Apprenticeship and Training Fund of Minnesota and North Dakota. The module was offered weekly at a training facility from December 2002 through April 2003. It consisted of a presentation and an 18-minute video on Minnesota’s drinking and driving problem. Focus groups representing the target group were conducted to develop the video and messages, and to determine the best
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method to reach the 21- to 34-year-old blue-collar workers. The video features true stories of Minnesotans who have been affected by impaired driving.

Public Information Campaign
A public information campaign was conducted to raise awareness about the impaired driving problem. The campaign was devised to reach broad audience and designed to further reiterate and reinforce the messages conveyed to those who participated in the training module.

The public information campaign placed messages on hard hats, safety goggles, drink coasters, posters, indoor billboards, and radio. Using stickers, messages were placed on hard hats and safety goggles, saying “Make a Pact, Have a Plan to Drive Sober.” Stickers were distributed to participants who attended the educational training module. Coasters and posters with varying messages on impaired driving consequences and sober driving were provided to bars where 21- to 34-year-olds often gather. Indoor advertisements were placed in restrooms in bars frequented by 21- to 34-year-old blue-collar working males, in 236 locations, from December 2002 through March 2003. Three radio advertisements were created: Make a Pact, Have a Plan; Cost and Consequences; and Cops Talk. The Make a Pact, Have a Plan advertisement is a message to reaffirm the lessons of the training module of planning ahead if choosing to consume alcohol such as calling a friend or designating a sober driver. The Cost and Consequences advertisement detailed the costs of a DWI. The Cops Talk advertisement highlighted officers describing their reasons for being committed to enforce DWI laws. The advertisements were broadcast for 18 weeks and ran 63 times per week.

Promotional Campaign
The Minnesota Department of Public Safety advertised the availability of the Last Call training module through TV, print, and radio. The campaign was launched in June 2003, in coordination with the State’s month-long impaired driving enforcement campaign.

Evaluation
The evaluation focused on determining whether the module was well-received and whether it was effective in increasing knowledge and public awareness. The evaluation consisted of: pre- and post-tests, field observations, follow-up interviews with participants, and telephone and written interview with key informants.

Pre- and post-tests were administered to each participant of the module over the 20 weeks. Tests were used to examine the knowledge base prior to, and three days following, the module. Data were gathered to determine whether there was an increase in awareness and knowledge of the issues presented in the module. The post test also included questions regarding exposure to media messages, impact of the video, and how participants planned to use the information presented.
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Field observations were conducted to examine the program implementation process, including the length of the module, time of delivery, number of participants, and barriers to implementation.

Follow-up interviews were conducted using a focus group format. Focus groups were conducted following the delivery of the program to determine the initial reactions of participants and their satisfaction with the training module.

The telephone interviews were conducted with a sample of safety directors from Minnesota companies that employ blue-collar workers. Questionnaires were mailed to a random sample of safety directors from the same group. The interviews and questionnaires were used to determine the level of concern and priority that impaired driving represented to the safety directors and their interest in the educational training module.

Reported Outcomes

- Responses to seven of the eight questions asked in connection with the educational training module showed an increase in knowledge from pre- to post-test. The greatest increase in knowledge was in response to the question pertaining to who dies most often in impaired driving crashes. Considerable increases were shown also in response to questions pertaining to when impairment begins and the percentage of persons who would have lived had they worn a seat belt.
- Participants reported that the module reaffirmed their decisions to not drink and drive or to “think twice.”
- More than 200 companies have used the educational training module.
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Workplace Train the Trainer, Enforcement, and Media Program
Louisiana Drinking and Driving: It Costs Too Much Project
Louisiana South Central Planning and Development Commission

Project Approach
The Drinking and Driving: It Costs Too Much project was designed to educate 21- to 34-year-olds in the South Central Region of Louisiana about the effects of drinking and driving on their family, friends, and community. The goals of the project were to educate the public about the effects of alcohol impairment and driving, and reduce the number of crashes associated with alcohol-impaired drivers. The core component of the project was a worksite train the trainer program that followed a DWI enforcement effort and media campaign. The South Central Planning and Development Commission (SCPDC) working with its Safe Communities Partnership, a coalition of community groups, organizations, and agencies, was the lead agency responsible for implementing the project.

Background
Louisiana consistently ranks among the top 10 States with high rates of alcohol-related fatalities. In 2003, 46 percent of the 791 fatal crashes in Louisiana were alcohol-related. In 2004, the alcohol-related traffic crashes dropped to 45 percent (Louisiana Highway Safety Commission, 2004). The South Central Region of Louisiana covers six Louisiana parishes (counties): Assumption, Lafourche, St. Charles, St. James, St. John the Baptist, and Terrebonne. The impaired driving statistics for the region are similar to those for the entire State. There were 5,237 alcohol-involved crashes in the six-parish SCPDC Region between 1998 and 2002 — more than 1,300 per year. More than 42 percent of those crashes involved drivers between 21 and 34 years old; one-third of all alcohol-involved crashes involved a male 21- to 34 year-old driver.

Intervention
Based on prior experience and its Safe Community Partnership, SCPDC believed that messages focused on costs and consequences delivered through the workplace, coupled with a reinforcing DUI enforcement effort and media campaign, could effectively reach the 21- to 34-year-old population. The key to the program was to reach the target audience through a variety of mechanisms: worksite training, DWI enforcement, and the media.

Worksite Train the Trainer Program
Through previous experience working with the Office of Health and Safety Administration, SCPDC learned that training employees whose primary purpose was to educate other employees about safety in the workplace was a cost effective means to reach their
targeted audience. The training was incorporated into ongoing programs offered at plants, large businesses, public agencies and other employment settings that must provide in-house safety training in order to comply with Federal, State, or insurance program requirements. In connection with the train-the-trainer sessions that were delivered, SCPDC developed a manual and video that focused on the effects of alcohol and the physical, financial, emotional, social, and occupational consequences that can result from alcohol misuse and impaired driving. The video provided vivid depictions of the profound consequences of impaired driving, and the training sessions emphasized the role and responsibility of the employee and the employer in addressing impaired driving. Five separate train-the-trainer sessions were held during February and May of 2004.

Enhanced Law Enforcement
DUI enforcement checkpoints were conducted from July 2002 through June 2004 throughout the six-parish area during times of the year when impaired driving was most prevalent, including Mardi Gras, the summer months, the Labor Day holiday period and the month of December. To strengthen the message concerning the consequences of impaired driving that was to be delivered through the worksite training program, the enforcement activities were held primarily before the training sessions. Local newspapers, radio, and television were alerted to the enforcement activities to publicize those activities, and thereby heighten public perception about the risks of being caught while driving impaired.

Media Campaign
Television public service announcements (PSA) were used as the primary medium to reinforce the messages that were delivered through the worksite training program. SCPDC received assistance from Nicholls State University to craft messages that would relate to the target audience. Nicholls State University collected data through substance abuse and DWI classes to develop a profile of the target audience and the most effective method of motivating these individuals to minimize their drinking-and-driving behavior. Their research showed that males 21 to 34 ranked friends, followed by self, health, job, and money as the most important aspects of their lives. Overall, their research suggested that family and friends were more important than economic costs or personal endangerment. SCPDC developed three PSAs with messages on emotional and social costs, the responsibility of all to address impaired driving, and individual responsibility. The PSAs aired on local cable access networks from December 2003 through February 2004.

Evaluation
While the goal of the project was to educate the public on the effects of alcohol impairment and driving, and to reduce the number of alcohol-related crashes, SCPDC recognized that determining the impact of the project would be a long term effort. Therefore, SCPDC focused on a process evaluation to determine the level of effort achieved. SCPDC tracked the number of train-the-trainer programs conducted and the number of worksite training sessions that resulted. To measure the impact of the train-the-trainer
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program, participants were asked to complete a survey, and random follow up visits were held with trainers. In addition, the level of DUI enforcement activities was tracked as well as the number of paid and free media advertisements and news stories produced.

Reported Outcomes:

- Within the six-parish area, 71 employees representing 37 different companies were trained to be worksite trainers.
- SCPDC estimated that the trainers delivered the educational program on the costs and consequences of drinking and driving to more than 1,300 employees.
- Trainers reported on the survey that they felt the information presented was not widely known or understood; and it improved the trainers’ understanding of the seriousness of the problem.
- Eight law enforcement checkpoint operations were initiated; they resulted in 376 DWI arrests; 113 to people age 21 to 34.
- There were 6,101 paid television advertisements and 8,218 free public service announcements aired on the costs and consequences of impaired driving and the responsibility that individuals, organizations, and communities have in preventing this problem.
Chapter 3: Characteristics of Successful Interventions

An examination of these various strategies designed to reduce impaired driving among 21- to 34-year-olds revealed characteristics that can be used to more effectively implement these or other interventions. These characteristics include:

- Using conceptually-sound interventions;
- Collecting preliminary data to direct the intervention;
- Piloting the intervention;
- Involving partners;
- Implementing a comprehensive intervention;
- Being innovative;
- Using a multidisciplinary team;
- Extending the duration of the project; and
- Applying the intervention at the appropriate level.

Using Conceptually-Sound Interventions

Conceptually sound interventions are based on previous research and the application of quality models/theories.

There are a number of models and theories that can address the specific needs of an intervention. A model that best meets the needs of your particular intervention should help to determine:

- areas that need to be addressed to effect change;
- techniques for facilitating change; and
- methods for planning appropriate evaluations.

Collecting Preliminary Data to Direct the Intervention

The use of a data-driven approach to initiate program development and to guide implementation was a strong theme throughout the baseline data collection and interventions. This type of effort can be especially helpful in tailoring programs to meet the specific needs of the population and a number of geographic considerations.

The Minnesota Last Call Project, for example, spent considerable time collecting data to develop and refine the “Last Call” video. Focus group data were used to determine the approach and content of the video. The Wisconsin Road Crew Project and the Colorado Smart Roads Program used a similar approach. In the Wisconsin intervention, data were collected to identify the most appropriate ride service for each of the four intervention communities and to develop common branding techniques across all of the programs. In
the Colorado intervention, a series of focus groups was used to guide the media campaign. The Louisiana intervention collected data through surveys to help develop its worksite curriculum and to determine the content of its television advertisements. Also, the Southern California Impaired Driving Project collected data on the POLD to identify problem alcohol retailers and initiate their intervention. Therefore, the use of preliminary data was common across the interventions.

Piloting the Intervention

Piloting an intervention allows practitioners to test programming to see if the project is ready for implementation. It can prevent a host of problems ranging from disjointed programming to public relations problems.

The Minnesota Last Call Project worked closely with intended group members, union officials, and health professionals while piloting its video/curriculum over a four-month period to be certain it developed a quality product. Similarly, the messages developed through the Montana MOST of Us® Project, the Wisconsin Road Crew Project, the Louisiana Drinking and Driving: It Costs Too Much and the Colorado Smart Roads Program tested their messages and branding prior to distribution and made modifications as needed on an on-going basis.

Involving Partners

Partners are individuals, groups, organizations, or entities that help support health and safety interventions. The use of partners is often essential in developing credibility within communities and to gain access to resources that are needed to conduct interventions and research.

A number of important partnerships were formed through the 21-to–34-year-old interventions. The Minnesota Last Call Project obtained strong support from union representatives who mandated that their members attend the Last Call impaired driving educational session. Safety representatives and beer distributors built a partnership in agreeing that preventing impaired individuals from operating motor vehicles was something that needed to be addressed. The Louisiana Drinking and Driving: It Costs Too Much program used existing networks within the community to form partnerships that helped develop and implement the three components of its intervention. By using an existing network infrastructure, the time needed to develop significant working relationships was shortened and the development and implementation process was consequently expedited.

Implementing a Comprehensive Intervention

There are a number of components associated with successful interventions. First, quality goals and objectives should be developed that help focus and direct the intervention.
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Second, an appropriate model or theory should be used to guide it. Third, effective strategies should be developed as part of program planning and implemented specifically for the intended population and community. Fourth, the intervention activities should be directed by effective program leadership and administration. Finally, the program should be evaluated during and after the intervention so adjustments and assessments of the interventions’ efficacy can be made. To maximize success, all these components should be an active part of an intervention (See the below figure).

The Wisconsin Road Crew Project incorporated all of these components into their intervention. The project had a clear and focused goal of reducing impaired driving crashes by 5 percent within the targeted communities over a one-year period. The practices and principles associated with commercial marketing guided the development and implementation of the program. Considerable effort was given to develop a service and message campaign that would meet the needs of 21- to 34-year-olds within the intervention counties. In addition, process and outcome evaluations were integral parts of the program.

Similarly, the Montana MOST of Us® intervention developed an outcome goal to reduce impaired driving behaviors in a sample of Montana’s young adults 21 to 34 years old. The approach used environmentally grounded social norms theory as the foundation of the intervention. Tailored interventions, leadership, and administration were facilitated through a seven-step intervention process. The seven-step process included using baseline data to develop messages that were then incorporated into site-specific marketing
plans. The messages and plan were piloted, modified, and then implemented. Evaluation during and after the intervention was used to identify the strengths, weaknesses, and final outcomes of the social norms intervention.

**Innovation**

Many health and safety issues are resistant to change. Often, the approach to addressing these issues is to use the same approaches again and again with only minor changes. However, innovative thinking and the application of innovations are necessary if progress is to be made. Innovations can come in a variety of forms, such as the development of new theories, unique applications and interpretations of existing theories, novel problem-solving techniques, etc. Ultimately, what is needed is a willingness to think and work beyond the boundaries of traditional approaches that can restrict options and ideas.

The Louisiana Drinking and Driving: It Costs Too Much Program coordinated programming that addressed change through worksites, advertising and law enforcement under a common message of the costs and consequences associated with impaired driving. The innovation was the packaging of multiple approaches used to simultaneously facilitate change. Similarly, the Southern California Impaired Driving Project adopted innovative techniques for identifying problem alcohol retailers in Ventura County by collecting POLD data from drivers who were convicted of impaired driving offenses. This and other data collection efforts provided the California intervention staff with an objective method for classifying alcohol retailers as problem establishments and refuted their argument that they were being picked on unfairly by regulating bodies. Finally, the Wisconsin Road Crew decision to use limousines to transport drinkers to bars and back home offered an innovative transportation alternative. Patrons used the service and impaired driving was reduced.

**Using a Multi-Disciplinary Team**

The strategies used in the interventions targeted at 21- to 34-year-olds required the knowledge, skills, and expertise of people and groups from a variety of disciplines. It is uncommon to find groups that have all the resources needed to implement the complex interventions highlighted in this report.

The Southern California Impaired Driving Project required the involvement of individuals who had expertise in statistics, program evaluation, conflict resolution, bar staff training, media advocacy, policy development, and monitoring. The Institute for Public Strategies implemented the intervention and had many skilled professionals as part of its staffing. In addition to its in-house staff, it hired a project coordinator and secured statistical expertise through outside vendors.
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Extending the Duration of the Project

The duration of the project was similar across the various interventions conducted on 21-to 34-year-olds. However, the project managers expressed their view that, generally speaking, two years was not sufficient time to allow the interventions to reach their full change capability.

For example, the Southern California Impaired Driving Project had identified and recruited a number of problem alcohol retailers. However, once the retailers completed the responsible beverage sales and service-training program with the California intervention staff, additional time was needed to monitor the sites and evaluate the impact on impaired driving violations. Also, the Louisiana Drinking and Driving: It Costs Too Much Program staff underestimated the time required to develop and coordinate three interventions directed at impaired driving. Given the complexity of their intervention, a minimum of three years was probably needed to effectively execute the intervention in its entirety.

Applying the Intervention at the Appropriate Level

Applying the intervention varies between the individual, a group (interpersonal), and the environment. Interventions for the individual typically involve strategies, such as one-on-one counseling or classroom educational sessions. Application at the interpersonal level considers the interactions between the individual and influential groups, such as the family unit. Application at the environmental level includes addressing physical, social, or political environments. All of these levels can be effective in promoting health and safety; the key is to properly match the level(s) with a given intended population, geographic area, and health/safety issue.

The majority of the interventions reviewed in this report addressed impaired driving through environmental level interventions. Specifically, the Montana MOST of Us® Project and the Colorado Smart Roads Program both used media messages as part of their intervention to change impaired driving behaviors. Similarly, the Wisconsin Road Crew Project offered alternative transportation services and the Southern California Impaired Driving Project used policy and staff training to change how problem alcohol retailers distribute and serve alcohol to their patrons. The Minnesota Last Call worksite education program and the Colorado Smart Roads worksite educational program were delivered at the individual and interpersonal level. The educational programs were individual level interventions and the influence that Minnesota was able to leverage through unions provided interpersonal level programming. Specifically, they were able to garner the support and influence of the union to encourage its members to avoid impaired driving.

The Louisiana intervention attempted changes at individual and environmental levels. The worksite programming offered education at the individual level and the media and enforcement interventions provided environmental modifications.
Chapter 4: Evaluation

The evaluation of interventions typically serves two functions. First, a process evaluation is used during the intervention to determine whether the intervention is being implemented as intended, e.g., “did we do what we said we were going to do?” Second, an outcome evaluation assesses the impact of the intervention. Typically, this involves measuring change in some area of interest, such as the number of alcohol-related crashes, instances of driving after drinking, use of designated drivers, or attitudes related to drinking and driving.

This chapter highlights process and outcome evaluation techniques used to evaluate the six interventions. A brief discussion of how the techniques were used to enhance the intervention is also provided.

Process Evaluations

A variety of quantitative and qualitative data collection techniques were used to evaluate the interventions. In all instances, process data were used extensively to develop the programs and to make modifications during implementation. The following descriptions provide a sample of the process evaluations conducted for the six interventions.

Southern California Impaired Driving Project
Bar Risk Assessments — High-risk alcohol retailers were identified in Ventura County. Once the sites were identified, the intervention specialists and retail personnel developed policies and procedures that employees would follow to reduce problem drinking. Subsequently, trained professionals observed and documented whether the retailer was adhering to the recommended policies and procedure changes using a bar risk assessment tool. The evaluations let the intervention staff monitor retailers and see whether the changes designed to decrease impaired driving were actually being implemented.

Louisiana Drinking and Driving: It Costs Too Much Program
Tracking — The Louisiana intervention relied heavily on tracking and counting activities associated with the three-pronged intervention. For example, the tracking determined the number of employees trained to be worksite trainers within the six-parish area; the number of employees in a variety of worksite settings who participated in the worksite curriculum; the number of checkpoint operations conducted and arrests made for impaired driving; and the amount of media generated, including paid television advertisements and unpaid public service announcements. These measures provided feedback on the progress of the intervention over time.

Minnesota Last Call Project
Piloting — The Last Call intervention was based on a video that graphically depicts the negative consequences of impaired driving and was also based on a curriculum that com-
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The package was piloted extensively over several months on groups of blue-collar workers. Periodically, a trained evaluation specialist would view the class sessions and meet with the class participants. Through this process, the specialist was able to obtain information related to optimal class duration, participant numbers, and barriers to implementation. Participant interest and satisfaction were also measured as part of the process. The detailed data collection effort helped test and refine the educational program prior to distribution to worksites.

Montana MOST of Us® Project
Determining Dosage — A fundamental goal of a social norms intervention is to identify a misperception in a target population and accurately communicate the actual norm to the group members, e.g., most (4 out of 5) Montana young adults don’t drink and drive. Therefore, the MOST of Us® staff implemented a media campaign using periodic messages through a variety of distribution channels that took advantage of free PSAs or low-cost air times. However, survey data showed that the low-dose campaign message was only recognized by one-third of the intended population. Based on these findings, additional funds were secured for a high-dose media campaign. The results generated through the survey provided evidence that additional funding was needed to modify the intervention approach and increase the dosage of messages. In short, the process evaluation enabled the staff to make intervention modifications that would optimize the chances of changing the misperceived norm.

Wisconsin Road Crew Project
Advisory Committee — Each intervention site in the Road Crew project solicited program information from representatives of the intended group through an advisory committee of 21– to 34-year-old men. Collecting data from this group was important because these men offered a glimpse into the values, perceptions, thoughts, and feelings of the intended audience. The sites that were ultimately most successful (in terms of the number of people who used the service and the program’s sustainability) implemented the Road Crew program using limousines to transport drinkers. The idea for using a limousine came from this committee.

Once the Road Crew started the transportation intervention, the site coordinators kept a log of the number of people who used the transportation services. The log represented a simple way of evaluating whether people were using the service, peak usage days for scheduling drivers, and whether interventions were needed to maintain/increase usage.

Colorado Smart Roads Program
Tracking — The primary component of the Colorado Smart Roads Program was a media strategy that depicted the costs of being convicted of an impaired driving offense. A tally was kept on an on-going basis of the number of advertisements, the times the ads were placed, and the channels used to distribute the messages. Specifically, the number of television ads aired during the various programming times were tracked. In addition, the
program tracked the number of radio spots and the manner in which the ads were conveyed (e.g., in English, in Spanish, an audio version of the television ad, etc.) This simple tracking system enabled the Smart Roads staff to identify whether enough messages were being distributed through the proper media channels during the desired time slots.

**Outcome Evaluations**

The evaluation designs varied across the interventions. Three used control groups (quasi-experimental design), two did not use a comparison group and one did not conduct an outcome evaluation. The Colorado Smart Roads Program, the Montana MOST of Us® Project, and the Wisconsin Road Crew Project all conducted their quantitative analysis through thoughtful modeling that included control variables. The lack of control groups in the two interventions severely limited any conclusions that can be made about the interventions. Specifically, it could not be determined whether changes were caused by the programming associated with the intervention or some other factor such as other interventions implemented within the intervention site. Similarly, the intervention that did not conduct an outcome evaluation had no data that measured whether the intervention was effective at facilitating changes.

A variety of data collection techniques were used to collect data. The techniques included paper and pencil surveys, telephone surveys, face-to-face interviews, face-to-face focus groups, telephone focus groups, internet searches, literature reviews, observations, and downloading data from existing data sets. The most common outcome evaluation data collection technique was some type of survey that would measure the variables of interest, e.g., drinking and driving behaviors before and after an intervention. The sophistication of the data collection efforts also varied considerably.

**Wisconsin Road Crew Project**

The Wisconsin Road Crew used comparable Wisconsin counties that did not receive the transportation service interventions as their comparison group. The use of comparison sites enabled the researchers to address a critical question, “Did the intervention work?” The Wisconsin Road Crew Project researchers used a number of State and national data sets to estimate the impact their intervention had on impaired driving crashes. An automated voice system and touch-tone response system were used in one of the Wisconsin Road Crew Project surveys to help respondents feel comfortable reporting sensitive information on topics such as drinking and driving. The Wisconsin Road Crew Project was the only intervention that obtained a measure of crashes/deaths averted. This estimate was based on the use levels of their transportation program and crash/death rates from State and national databases. The intervention demonstrated a 17.6 percent reduction in impaired driving crashes over a one-year period based on these calculations.
Montana MOST of Us® Project
The Montana MOST of Us® Project used counties outside its media messaging areas as its comparison sites. Montana used a random digit-dialing method to survey residents in the intervention and comparison counties. This was done to ensure a random selection of respondents over a large geographic area. The Montana MOST of Us® Project was able to demonstrate significant and positive changes in self-reported personal attitudes and risky behaviors related to driving impaired.

Colorado Smart Roads Program
The Colorado Smart Roads Program used counties outside their media messaging areas as their comparison sites. The crash data used in the Colorado Smart Roads Program were provided through the Colorado Department of Transportation’s computerized records of police crash reports across the State. This tool enabled the researchers to gather data on nighttime injury crashes (NI) and nighttime single-vehicle injury crashes (NSVI). The Colorado Smart Roads Program used two types of crashes as indirect measures of alcohol-related crashes, NI crashes (NI) and NSVI crashes (NSVI) involving 21- to 34-year-olds. The results of these analyses revealed that significant reductions occurred within the intervention sites over the comparison sites as a result of the intervention. The Colorado Smart Roads Program had over 40 stakeholder groups that supported the intervention during and after the funding period.

Southern California Impaired Driving Project
The Southern California Impaired Driving Project’s POLD survey was designed by the evaluation and intervention staff to identify the place of last drink after an individual was convicted of an impaired driving offense. The tool was also designed to measure the days of the week, time of day, and area where the offense occurred. The California staff refined the training and data collection of POLD data with alcohol counselors to develop a system that provided valid and reliable data.

Minnesota Last Call Project
The Minnesota Last Call Project obtained information for the development of its educational curriculum from union representatives. Paper-and-pencil pre- and post-tests surveys were given to the participants in the Minnesota Last Call Project prior to the training session and three days after the session. The surveys primarily evaluated changes in knowledge and some behavioral and attitudinal measures.

Louisiana Drinking and Driving: It Costs Too Much Program
The Drinking and Driving: It Costs Too Much intervention was designed only as a process evaluation and therefore produced no tangible outcome measures associated with it.
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Chapter 5: Summary

While progress has been made in reducing impaired driving, more than 16,000 lives are lost each year in alcohol-related motor vehicle crashes. In 2006 alone, 17,602 people died in alcohol-related crashes. People age 21 to 34 continue to be disproportionately represented.

This document reports on six distinct strategies that have been demonstrated and/or studied, designed specifically to reduce alcohol-related traffic fatalities among 21- to 34-year-olds. They include:

- “Smart Roads” program, which included a community-wide effort and employer-based initiative in Colorado;
- “Place of last drink” approach to identify and focus enforcement efforts on high risk establishments in California;
- “Social marketing” alternative ride program was demonstrated in Wisconsin;
- “Social norm” marketing approach was demonstrated in Montana;
- Employer-based blue collar worker program was implemented in Minnesota; and
- Combined worksite training, media, and enforcement intervention tried in Louisiana.

All of the interventions demonstrated the ability to facilitate change among 21- to 34-year-olds. The interventions tested a variety of strategies, including policy development, enforcement of new and existing policies, enhancing infrastructure, use of media to convey messages and education. The demonstrations took place in a variety of settings, including urban areas, rural towns and workplace settings; one was conducted statewide.

The various strategies employed some distinct elements or characteristics that were critical to these efforts, including: using conceptually-sound interventions; collecting preliminary data to direct the intervention; piloting the intervention involving partners; implementing a comprehensive intervention; being innovative; using a multi-disciplinary team; extending the duration of the project; and applying the intervention at the appropriate level.

The evaluation designs varied across interventions. Process data were used in all instances to develop the programs and to make needed modifications during implementation. Outcome data were used in some instances to measure impacts of the interventions. A variety of quantitative and qualitative data collection techniques were used to collect data to evaluate the interventions. While it is difficult to show immediate impacts on the reduction of alcohol-related traffic fatalities due to the complexity of these projects and their limited duration, there was progress to report and some promising results.
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This report is intended for to be used by people who develop, administer, implement, and evaluate impaired driving programs and activities at State, local and national levels. It is hoped that the lessons learned through these demonstrations will help others to develop, implement, and evaluate effective programs to reduce impaired driving and the resulting alcohol-related crashes, injuries and fatalities among 21- to 34-year-olds. Law enforcement agencies including liquor law enforcement, employers, college and universities, and those in the hospitality industry may specifically find this useful.
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Resources: Project Contact Information

Southern California Impaired Driving Project
James Baker, Executive Director
Institute for Public Strategies
409 Camino Del Rio South, Ste. 305
San Diego, CA 92108
Phone: (619) 296-3311
Web site Address: www.publicstrategies.org

Wisconsin Road Crew Project
Michael Rothschild, Principal Investigator
University of Wisconsin School of Business
Phone: (608) 221-9666
Web site Address: www.roadcrewonline.org
Or
Alcohol Program Manager
WisDOT Bureau of Transportation Safety
4802 Sheboygan Ave.
Madison, WI 53707-7936
Phone: (608) 266-0550
Web site Address: www.dot.state.wi.us

Montana MOSTofUs Project
Jeff Linkenbach, Executive Director
Montana State University
P.O. Box 170548
Bozeman, MT 59717-0548
Phone: (406) 994-7873
Web site Address: www.mostofus.org

Minnesota Last Call
Jean K. Ryan, State Program Administrator
Minnesota Office of Traffic Safety
444 Cedar Street, Suite 150
St. Paul, MN 55101-5150
Phone: (651) 297-4844
Web site Address: www.dps.state.mn.us/ots
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Louisiana Drinking and Driving Costs Too Much Program
South Central Planning and Development Commission
P.O. Box 1870
Gray Louisiana 70359
Phone: (985) 851-2900
Web site Address:  www scpdc org

Colorado Smart Roads Program
Cheryl Reid
Director of Prevention
Crossroads Turning Points Managed Care Systems Inc.
509 E. 13th Street
Pueblo, CO 81001
(719) 546-6666 x150

For more information about this report:
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Impaired Driving Division, NTI-111
1200 New Jersey Avenue SE., W44
Washington, DC 20590
Phone: (202) 366-3000
Web site Address:  www nhtsa gov